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Pelican

  

Rating: Not Rated Yet 
Price 
Sales price $160.00

Sales price without tax $160.00

Ask a question about this product 
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Description 

PELICAN,BROWN

The smallest of the world's pelicans, the brown pelican lives along coastlines and
is strictly a marine bird.  What a thrill to see it plunge- dive and scoop up a fish into
its pouch! Pelicans will often follow each other in a line flying close to the water all
flapping and gliding in the same rhythm.  

This wonderful pelican carving will make you smile each time you look at it.  It
measures 10 inches from head to tail, is 7.5 inches high with an overall height of
9.5 inches.  It is mounted on a beautiful piece of actual beach driftwood that is 12
inches long.  

All of our birds are hand-carved from basswood (a very carvable wood that does
not split and takes paint well), feathered to show detail and painted with acrylic
paint.  The eyes are glass, feet are metal and base is wood.

 Your satisfaction is guaranteed!

!SOLD OUT!  IF YOU WISH TO BE NOTIFIED WHEN THE PELICAN IS
AVAILABLE, PLEASE EMAIL US AT This email address is being protected from
spambots. You need JavaScript enabled to view it. document.getElementById('clo
akccb818105cfcb53ac145840247c08826').innerHTML = ''; var prefix = 'ma' + 'il' +
'to'; var path = 'hr' + 'ef' + '='; var addyccb818105cfcb53ac145840247c08826 =
'INFO' + '@'; addyccb818105cfcb53ac145840247c08826 =
addyccb818105cfcb53ac145840247c08826 + 'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' +
'COM'; var addy_textccb818105cfcb53ac145840247c08826 = 'INFO' + '@' +
'WOODCARVEDBIRDS' + '.' + 'COM';document.getElementById('cloakccb818105
cfcb53ac145840247c08826').innerHTML += '
'+addy_textccb818105cfcb53ac145840247c08826+''; .

 

Reviews

There are yet no reviews for this product. 
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